The similarity of certain reported angiosperm rDNA internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region sequences to those of green algae prompted our analysis of the deep-level phylogenetic signal in the highly conserved but short 5.8s and hypervariable ITS2 sequences. We found that 5.8s sequences yield phylogenetic trees similar to but less well supported than those generated by a ca. lo-fold longer alignment from rDNA-18s sequences, as well as independent evidence. We attribute this result to our finding that, compared to 18S, the 5.8s has a higher proportion of sites subject to vary and greater among-site substitution rate homogeneity. We also determined that our phylogenetic results are not likely affected by intramolecular compensatory mutation to maintain RNA secondary structure nor by evident systematic biases in base composition. Despite historical homology, there appears to be no ITS2 primary sequence similarity shared between fungi, green algae, and angiosperms.
Introduction
Diagnosing the organismal identity or affinities of a DNA sequence can be especially challenging in the absence of adequate evolutionary characterization of phylogenetic signal in the molecule. The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region separating 18s and 26s nuclear ribosomal DNA (rDNA), which includes two spacers (ITS1 and ITS2) and the intervening 5.8s coding sequence, has become well characterized across interspecific-intergeneric-level divergences (reviewed in Baldwin et al. 1995) but is rarely compared at deeper levels. The spacers are reputedly poorly conserved at deeper levels, e.g., above the family level in angiosperms (Baldwin et al. 1995 ). The 5.8s coding region, by contrast, is little used in phylogenetics because of its substantial conservation at deeper levels (Troitsky and Bobrova 1986; Troitsky et al. 1991; Suh, Thien, and Zimmer 1992), which, considering its small size (164-165 bp), translates to little informative variation relative to more exploited sequences, e.g., 18s rDNA. For example, a 5.8s analysis that included sequences from three fungi, one green alga, a moss, and three angiosperms (Troitsky and Bobrova 1986) produced the "correct" topology among the land plants but an unresolved trichotomy among land plants, the green alga, and fungi. Casting further suspicion on 5.8s phylogenetic signal are the potential for character nonindependence because of secondary structural constraints (Wheeler and Honeycutt 1988) and mutational saturation such as characteristic of 5s rDNA (Steele et al. 1991) .
In the course of analyzing conserved sequence and structural motifs in angiosperm ITS sequences (Hershkovitz and Zimmer 1996), we discovered (via FASTA searches) similarities between 5.8S/ITS sequences re-ported for eight species of monkeyflower (Mimulus guttutus complex;
Scrophulariaceae; Ritland and Stratu 1993; Ritland, Ritland, and Straus 1993) and those 01 green algae. Subsequently, a typical angiospermous ITS region was recovered from Mmulus guttatus (A. Liston personal communication), confirming our suspicion thal the reported sequences were contaminants, but alsc prompting this reconsideration of deep-level phylogenetic signal in the ITS region. In this study, we compare 5.8s phylogenetic trees with those derived using rDNA18s sequences and independent evidence and compare the amount of sequence variation, relative base substitution patterns, and among-site rate heterogeneity in 5.8s and 18s. We also compare conservation patterns in ITS2 sequences from fungi, green algae, and angiosperms and determine the degree to which ITS2 sequences frorr these taxa cluster on the basis of pairwise alignability.
Methods

Taxon Sampling
The 5.8s analysis included representative angiosperms, green algae (including two of the putative Mimulus sequences), available representatives of other chlorophytes, and fungal and protistan outgroups (table l), Phylogenetic signal of the 5.8s data was compared with that of an 18s data set that was similarly representative taxonomically but differing in composition because 01 sequence availability.
We limited the spacer analysis to ITS2 because of sequence availability and because we found that it contained greater sequence conservation than ITSl. The sample comprised 2 of the putative Mimulus sequences. 5 D13340  DNA  X6562 1  DNA  U23534  DNA  LO2799  DNA  LO280 1  DNA  U23530  DNA  X69488  DNA  X65967  DNA   _h  DNA   U16756  DNA  X78122  DNAJ  KO1048  RNA  M96382  DNA  X70024  DNA  u15973  DNA   D16558  DNAJ   X65077  DNA  U21346  DNA   M25116  RNA  Ml4649  DNA   X75632  DNA   L24089  DNA  X02623  RNA  L24145  DNA  X16605  RNA  X51576  DNA  X00755  RNA  L28749  DNA  L28 143  DNA  X66325  DNA  L24420 DNA D38242   X75080   M20017   U18516  x90413   X80985   M32703  X63520  X65557  X70802  x53904   235317   X58726  X58725  U23543  U23544  L37541   L43066   L27635  U21217  u43553   M64245   X54265   L48798  X52320  LO3844  M36377  L13957  X52265  U2404 1  L48799  L488OO  X86830  I48801  L48802  X66108  x17535   U2425 1  U23956   D13340  U23534  LO2799  LO2801  U23530  X69488  U34776   RNA   DNA   DNA   DNA  DNA   DNA   DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA   DNA   DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA   DNA   RNA  RNA  DNA   DNA   DNA   DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA   DNA  DNA   DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA  DNA (table 1) . We truncated the alignment because the 5' and 3' regions were unavailable for many of the sequences. The broader ITS2 alignments were derived using CLUSTALV, which applies the "fast, dirty" algorithm used in CLUSTALW. We used a IO-base window to detect conserved motifs and high (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) gap-opening combined with low (2-4) gap-extension penalties to extend unconserved sequence as necessary to accommodate conserved motif alignment. To avoid input-order bias, we interspersed sequences from the different major groups. We excluded CLAD0 from the alignment because we found no primary sequence similarity to green algal or any other samples. A FASTA search inputting the CLAD0 ITS2 retrieved no other ITS2 sequences in the database.
PhylogeneticKomparative
Sequence Analysis 5.8s Sequences
Phylogenetic
analyses of a 5.8s data set modified from the alignment were carried out using maximum likelihood (ML) and maximum parsimony (MP) procedures in prerelease test versions d27-d45 of PAUP* 4.0 (Swofford 1996 Swofford et al. 1996 ) over MP trees. An initial ML tree was generated using the initial rate parameter estimates and the heuristic search procedure in PAUP* with the tree-bisection/reconnection (TBR) swapping algorithm. Substitution rate and heterogeneity parameters were reestimated over the initial ML tree, and these were used to perform TBR swapping on the initial tree to generate a second and final ML tree. This recursive procedure was repeated, but the resulting ML topology was the same. Parameters were reestimated over the final tree and used to estimate pairwise distances. We also compared base compositional bias in angiosperms and green algae, Finally, the data set was analyzed and bootstrapped (Felsenstein 1985 ) 1,000 times using MP, and we derived MP and ML trees constrained for a topology supported by independent evidence.
18s Sequences
The 18s sequences were examined primarily to compare their phylogenetic signal and evolutionary pattern with those of 5.8s. Phylogenetic analysis was limited to the MP procedure above, including bootstrapping and determining the parsimony score for a tree constrained for a plausible independently supported topology. We estimated, as above, substitution rates and siteto-site rate heterogeneity using ML over the parsimony tree and calculated pairwise distances using the ML parameters.
ITS2 Sequences
Similarities among groups of ITS2 sequences were estimated using the guide tree feature in CLUSTALW, which yields a neighbor-joining tree based on similarity scores for pairs of sequences aligned optimally for given gap-opening and gap-extension penalties (see Hershkovitz and Zimmer 1996). Nominally, the guide tree topology functions as a phylogenetic template for successive sequence alignment, but we found that the guide tree provides a phenogram for comparing, without imposition of a fixed multiple alignment, a set of divergent and length-variable sequences. The most similar sequences form terminal bifurcations in the tree, and the internal branches cluster mutually more similar sequences. The branch lengths, however, are distance distorted in that the pairwise optimal alignments are noncommutative. For example, an optimal multiple alignment of the sequences AGAGAA, AGGAA, and AAGAA would not maintain the optimal pairwise alignments, but the guide tree branch lengths are based on the optimal pairwise scores. Nonetheless, the procedure will cluster sequences sharing alignable motifs relative to those that do not. For the ITS2 sequences, we generated trees using the "slow, accurate" algorithm, and, as in the multiple alignment described above, high (15-50) gap-opening combined with low (O-l) gap-extension penalties.
Results
5.8s and 18s Sequences Sequence Alignment
The 5.8s sequences are substantially alignable ( fig.  1 ). In the case of apparent alignment ambiguities, we optimized the alignment for groups of sequences that were otherwise most similar. Aside from the 5' and 3' ends, the 5.8s sequences show few indels, particularly within chlorophytes and fungi. A length-variable region between positions 121 and 150 generally aligns better within versus between major taxonomic groups. In the empirically deduced yeast 5.8s secondary structure model (Yeh and Lee 1991), the length-variable region corresponds to a small stem structure that begins with the G residue at position 118 in the alignment and extends to C at 149. This stem is reproduced in other taxa fig. 2A ) and apparently more abundant (Henry et al. 1994) form; the long form extends to the 5' end of the figure 1 alignment or 1 base upstream. Long 5.8s forms reportedly exist in other eukaryotes as well (Henry et al. 1994) .
Another potential alignment problem is sequencing error, particularly in the RNA-based sequences. Although these are useful for delineating 5.8s boundaries, they lack complementary-strand confirmation.
Thompson and Herrin (1994), for example, found 12 errors in the RNA-based Chlamydomonas sequence in Genbank. Table 2 shows that the observed proportion of variable sites in 5.8s is roughly twice that for 18S, although the absolute number of variable 5.8s sites is much less. For both data sets, the observed proportion of variable sites increases as more distantly related taxa are included. When estimated simultaneously, (Y and p both generally increase as more distantly related taxa are included (table 3) . When each parameter is estimated without allowance for the other, (Y decreases and p increases with the inclusion of more distantly related taxa. For 5.8S, the (Y and p estimates for the fungal plus chlorophyte subset differs markedly from those of the next larger and smaller taxon subsets. Obviously, the proportion of invariant sites cannot decrease as more distantly related taxa are excluded. In order to examine the effect of scoring 18s regions unalignable with angiosperms as "missing," we estimated parameters over an 18s parsimony tree with the embryophytes pruned. This removes ca. 80 of the most variable positions from the alignment (table  2) , although the fungi and protist sequences still have many sites scored as missing. In any case, the amongsite rate heterogeneity estimates for this taxon complement are or/p = 0.5810.26, (Y = 0.33, and p = 0.53 (cf. table 3).
Properties of 5.8s Sequences
The 5.8s divergences appear to be roughly twice those of 18s (table 2). The 18s divergences are increasingly underestimated with increasing distance from angiosperms, however, because nonangiosperm 18s regions not alignable with angiosperms were scored as missing. We presume that poor alignability reflects extreme sequence divergence.
In both data sets, C-T transition rates are ca. twice that of A-G transitions and five times that of each transversion (table 3) . The G-T rate among the 5.8s sequences is ca. half that of other transversions.
We examined base compositional patterns because we noticed that many A residues shared between the reported Mimulus sequences and green algae aligned with G residues in angiosperms. This suggested the possibility that similarities between the Mimulus and green algal sequences represented a convergent increase in adenosine. Table 4 shows base composition for subsets of positions varying between the nine angiosperm and six chlorophycean algae. These comparisons are not statistically rigorous because they ignore phylogenetic table 3 ) estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) over (for 5.8s) the ML tree ( fig. 2) or (for 18s) the parsimony tree (fig. 5 ). The number of sites refers tl positions scored as nucleotides. Distances from positions scored as missing or gaps were extrapolated from nucleotide positions. This extrapolation probabl: underestimates true distance because poorly aligning, hence more extremely divergent, regions were scored as missing. Reversible substitution rates (relative to a G-T rate = I) and among-site rate heterogeneity parameters (a, the gamma distribution shape parameter, and r, the proportion of constant sites) were estimated using maximum likelihood (ML) over the figure 2 ML tree or portions thereof, with the excluded taxa pruned. The observed number of variable sites (Var) includes only sites with nucleotide polymorphisms. The observed proportions of variable sites (96Var) are rough estimates because they were calculated over the total alignment length (170 sites for 5.8s and 1,813 sites for 18s) and ignore variability scored as missing data m poorly alignable regions.
B Estimated simultaneously with substitution rates. h Estimated with substitution rates shown and p set to 0. ' Estimated with substitution rates shown, wthout y rates.
structure within the sample (for which reason we do not include variance statistics) and are based on low numbers of sites. Nevertheless, these comparisons show that a high A bias in Chlorophyceae occurs at 22 sites (lines 5 and 6) that are invariant among the angiosperm sample and, therefore, not likely subject to nonstationarity effects within angiosperms. Sites observed to vary among the angiosperm sample may indeed have a higher A content (line 4), but these sites are conservedly low A in chlorophycean algae. Base compositions in the Mimulus sequences fit the algae pattern. These comparisons illustrate that base compositional biases in specific angiosperms or chlorophycean algae are not likely to obscure phylogenetic affinities. We explored the justification for differential weighting of the 5.8s position for apparent compensatory mutations (Wheeler and Honeycutt 1988) but concluded that the impact of reweighting would be negligible. The experimentally determined pre-rRNA 5.8s fig. 1 ). These positions are highly conserved among eukaryotes, and the instances of variation appear mostly uncorrelated. Position 114 (C/T) in chlorophytes and fungi, however, usually complements position 139 (G/A). Positions 116 and 137 appear correlated in fungi, but no compensatory correlation is evident for chlorophytes.
Otherwise, pairing in the proposed yeast model is in trans: the 5' and 3' ends pair with, respectively, the ITSl-3' and 26S-5' ends, and the terminal two bases of the 5.8s are paired with ITS2: 28-29. This pattern is evident in models proposed for diverse eukaryotes (Coleman, Suarez, and Goff 1994; Fritz et al. 1994; Holmberg, Melander, and Nygird 1994; Suh, Thien, and Zimmer 1992).
Phylogenetic Trees
The consensus of 5.8s topologies derived heuristically using ML ( fig. 2; Figure 3 shows one of 1,170 377-step trees derived using MI? Like the ML tree, the MP trees conflict with broader evidence in the arrangement of angiosperms, monophyly of seedless embryophytes, and relationships among fungi. In addition, the chlorophycean alga Chlor&a (CHLOR) erroneously grouped with the ulvophycean Cladophora (CLADO; Mishler et al. 1994; Fried1 1995 Fried1 , 1994 . Chlorophytes are monophyletic in the MP trees, but the bootstrap support is low. The best ML score among MP trees is 1,806.4889, while the parsimony score for the ML tree ( fig. 2) is 383.
Using the rate parameters from the ML tree above, the ML score for a 5.8s tree constrained for independently supported groupings shown in fig. 4 is 1,820.0009. With parameters reestimated over this constrained topology, the score improves only slightly to 1,8 19.732 1, while the unconstrained topology becomes 1,803.7472. The best parsimony tree consistent with the figure 4 constraints has length 387.
The l&S parsimony tree ( fig. 5 ) also contains several groupings contrary to broader evidence: the angiosperm arrangement, monophyly of gymnosperms (EPHED, PINUS, ZAMIA; Doyle, Donoghue, and Zimmer 1994), monophyly of seedless embryophytes, and polyphyly of the stramenopiles (CRYPT, PHYTO, SCY-TO; Leipe et al. 1994 ). The 18s tree has more bootstrap recoveries 270% (at 16/32 nodes) than the 5.8s parsimony tree (6/36 nodes). One of these high recoveries (PINUS plus EPHED; 77%) supports a likely incorrect node. We did not explore secondary structural constraints on l&S sequence evolution across this data set, although such have been proposed in other 18s analyses (Wheeler and Honeycutt 1988) . The parsimony score for a tree constrained for independently supported relationships (analogous to fig. 4 ) was 2,380. Figure 6 shows the CLUSTALV alignment of green algal, fungal, and angiosperm ITS2 sequences. The alignment was not adjusted a posteriori; it demonstrates mechanical detection of conserved motifs in highly divergent sequences rather than optimal multiple or pairwise alignment. As with 5.8S, the ITS2l26S boundary is not always clear, but even fewer RNA-based sequences exist for the latter. We presume that the 3' end of the alignment approximates the boundary. There are no unambiguous conserved motifs shared between the algae, fungi, and plants, although a G-rich region is evident at positions 190-210, usually containing one or two YGG trinucleotides.
ITS2 Sequences
Alignment
Its conservation appears bona fide among angiosperms (Liu and Schardl 1994; Hershkovitz and Zimmer 1996) , as does the alignment to conifers, but the homology is less clear in the other groups, especially the fungi. Within major groups, motif conservation is amply evident, especially among Caryophyllales, for which many of the gaps are nearly perfectly aligned, e.g., between positions 70 and 250. The most alignable regions among Caryophyllales superimpose over motifs shared with other angiosperms, e.g., position 75-97 and positions 131-141. Both regions are shared by conifers, as well, and the latter corresponds to the angiospermconserved motif previously identified by Liu and Schardl (1994) . The conifers share broad regions of alignability, but the taxa are too closely related to infer broadly conserved conifer-specific motifs. Because one issue of the present paper is the identity of the reported Mimulus sequences, the chlorophycean sequences are aligned more optimally in figure 7 . Most striking is the similarity between the reported Mimulus sequences (MIURE MIURH, and MIURM) and the chlorococcalean (SPONG) and volvocalean (GONIU and PANDO) taxa. Worth reiterating, however, is the apparent lack of primary sequence conservation between these green algae and the ulvophycean CLA-DO, as evidenced by comparison (not shown) and failure of this sequence to retrieve algal or any other ITS sequences from the databases. The alignment of the fungi appears less cohesive than for the other major groups, although the 5' end appears conserved. Greater similarity is evident within the fungal classes, i.e., the basidiomycete (VOLVA and HETER) and ascomycete (BIPOL and SCLER) pairs. The zygomycete (GLOMU) most resembles the ascomycetes. Conservation within the fungal groups would likely be better characterized by incorporating more of the available sequences, but consideration of fungi here is primarily for perspective in relation to green algae and plants.
Guide Tree Analysis Figure 8 shows the CLUSTALW guide tree generated using gap-opening/-extension penalties of 2510. to disappear. Still, we found no guide tree with comparable internal branch resolution that showed intermixing of algal, fungal, and seed plant sequences.
Discussion
We undertook the present analysis because phylogenetic signal in the ITS region had not been characterized sufficiently to diagnose the organismal origin of a suspected contaminant sequence. Properties of the ITS region sequences posed several analytical challenges. For the 5.8s sequences, these included (aside from the more broadly applicable problems of site-and lineagespecific evolutionary rate variation, nonstationary substitution patterns, and sampling limitations) the potentially inadequate number of variable sites and the possibility that the variable sites were either too functionally constrained and/or mutationally saturated. In the case of ITS2 sequences, diagnostic signal across the phylogenetic space considered here had never been demonstrated (cf. Baldwin et al. 1995). Besides resolving our original query, the exercise yielded a broader assessment of the evolutionary properties of 5.8s and ITS2 sequences and useful observations on sequence analysis in general.
5.8s Sequences
Ribosomal DNA 5.8s sequences yield phylogenetic trees qualitatively similar to those from l&S but less well supported. The 5.8s and 18s trees conflict similarly with Table 1 . Numbers above branches are percent bootstrap recovery. Asterisks denote branches collapsing in the strict consensus. Branch lengths are proportional to the number of changes assigned to that branch (see scale bar). The tree (length = 377, consistency index, CL excluding uninformative characters = 0.48; retention index, RI = 0.69; resealed consistency index, KC = 0.38, 79 parsimony-informative sites) was derived using the heuristic MP procedure (100 trees held at each step of stepwise taxon addition, tree bisection-reconnection branch swapping) in PAUP*. independent evidence in the spurious grouping of ferns plus moss. The similarities in the trees probably reflect, in part, the genetic and functional linkage of these sequences. This linkage is perhaps best demonstrated by the high divergence of Cladophoru in both the 5.8s and 18s data sets, evident in the figure 2, 3, and 5 trees. But linkage per se has no bearing on amount and/or quality of phylogenetic signal, as evidenced by the likewise linked internal spacers. The lower bootstrap recoveries for groups in the 5.8s tree is probably attributable mainly to the relatively low number of variable sites at a given phylogenetic level. Sequence divergences are much greater in the 5.8s than 18s sequences, but, at any level of phylogenetic comparison, the proportion of variable sites is also much higher, and likelihood estimates of among-site rate heterogeneity are less extreme (table 3) . This difference in the variation pattern offsets, to some degree, the > lofold advantage of 18s in the number of analyzable sites. Divergences in 18s measured from angiosperms increase gradually with the inclusion of more distantly related chlorophytes (excluding the highly divergent Cludophora) and more with the inclusion of fungi and protists (table 2) . Some angiosperm-fungi and angiospermprotist divergences appear similar, but this discounts divergence in poorly alignable regions scored as missing. The 5.8s divergences from angiosperms to chlorophycean algae and to fungi are approximately the same, suggesting mutational saturation at this divergence level, but the calculation ignores the length-variable region ( fig. 1, positions 121-150 , in which angiosperms are clearly more similar to green algae than to fungi. Moreover, the angiosperm-protist divergences are much higher than all other divergences from angiosperms.
Our estimates of (Y and p over taxon subsets of both the 18s and 5.8s data appear to reflect either variation in among-site rate heterogeneity throughout the phylogeny or the sensitivity of the estimate to divergence patterns among the sequences (i.e., sampling; cf. Yang 1994), or both. For the 18s data, the estimated variation possibly reflects, at least in part, our scoring as missing data the poorly alignable, hence hypervariable, regions in nonangiosperms.
The p estimate, however, should be lowest rather than highest for the seed plant data subset, which includes a higher proportion of potentially variable sites. The (Y and p estimates for the tree with embryophytes pruned (see Results) fall in between those estimated over the entire taxon set and the set excluding protists. That the p estimate in this case (0.53) is still much less than those for the embryophyte and seed plant sets is counterintuitive, because the nonembryophyte sequences include all sites that align with embryophytes (i.e., the most conserved regions) minus those that do not. The 5.8s rate heterogeneity estimates vary more erratically over the taxon subsets than the 18s data, which probably reflects the small number of total sites, hence high variance. Considering variance, there is presumably a range of combinations of substitution and among-site heterogeneity parameters that could explain the data more or less equally well, but recovery and evaluation of all combinations is not readily feasible using current software. In any case, variation in estimates of rate heterogeneity are problematic, because the ML algorithm in PAUP* (and essentially all commonly applied phylogenetic algorithms) assumes that all rate parameters are constant.
Our results provide a practical illustration of problems that obfuscate phylogenetic reconstruction from DNA sequences. While the phylogenetic utility of 5.8s rDNA is obviously constrained by its short length, our comparison with 1% rDNA indicates that sequence length is not the sole determinant of tree accuracy, as demonstrated by relatively strong bootstrap support for the presumably inaccurate grouping of Ephedra with Pinus in our 18s tree. Large divergences, character nonindependence, and lineage-specific evolutionary rates, coupled with analytical methods that fail to correct for any or all of these conditions, can create an inverse correlation between data quantity and support for the true tree (Hillis, Huelsenbeck, and Swofford 1994; Lockhart et al. 1994 ).
ITS2 Sequences
The major factors limiting broader elucidation of ITS sequence conservation patterns within and among eukaryote groups are scattered and sparse sampling, limitations on secondary structural comparison imposed by sequence hypervariability, and an increased probability that hypervariable molecules in distantly related taxa will randomly include short stretches of sequence similarity. The present work demonstrates how a more taxonomically intensive sampling will bear upon understanding of eukaryotic ITS evolution. Previously, recognition of short conserved motifs in otherwise unalignable ITS sequences have been limited to examples (Liu and Schardl 1994) . for the partitions between seed plants, green algae, and Conserved motifs have been reported for fungi but these fungi in the guide tree ( fig. 8) green algae (Fig. 7) appears greater than or equal to that 1995).
among seed plants (cf. fig. 6 ). the Silurian (Stewart and Rothwell 1993) . Collectively, these results reveal that ITS2 has retained detectably conserved sequence/structure through 350 or more million years of evolution.
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ITS hypervariability and poor alignability across major taxonomic groups had previously yielded the opinion that "most of ITS [is] devoid of sequence-specific functions" (Crouch and Bachellerie 1986), i.e., is free to vary randomly. In vivo analyses in yeasts, however, have demonstrated that heterologous ITS2 sequences from only "closely" and not more distantly related yeast species were functional and that mutations/ deletions of conserved ITS2 motifs reduced or eliminated 26s accumulation (van der Sande et al. 1992; van Nues et al. 1994 Nues et al. , 1995 . Deleting certain combinations of unconserved regions reduced function, and even mutations in unconserved regions reduce cell growth and viability. Evidence for functional constraints on ITS sequence elements in other taxa is lacking, but the yeast experiments suggest that patterns of ITS sequence variation are not random but rather reflect rapid coevolution between sequence and ribosomal processing factors (ribonucleolar proteins and RNAs; van Nues et al. 1995) . If this is the case, ITS variation might be useful for guiding taxonomic sampling of the processing factors themselves, which might provide useful phylogenetic evidence. even at levels where ITS itself does not.
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to provide an updated comparison of 5.8s and ITS2 sequences in diverse eukaryotes in order to determine whether the organismic origin of such sequences could be confidently estimated. Our analyses yield several conclusions: 1) Although our results do not challenge the notion that these sequences are not ideal for deep-level phylogenetic analysis, they do suggest that the deep-level phylogenetic signal contained in 5.8s and ITS2, however small, is generally consistent with that from other molecular and nonmolecular data. Because the ITS region contains at least some diagnostic signal spanning interkingdomto interspecific-level divergences, the organismal origins, as well as phylogenetic relationships, of any ITS region sequence can be accurately approximated. This result is significant given the increasing popularity of ITS region sequences for lower-level phylogenetic analyses and concomitant increase in the number of taxa for which only ITS sequences are now or ever likely to become available.
2) Our results suggest that the diagnostic limitations of 5.8s sequences do not strictly reflect short sequence length but are also influenced by factors affecting sequences of any length.
3) Because the ITS region comprises, across a relatively short sequence, three structurally and functionally distinct molecules, each of which is the focus of ongoing experimental analysis in yeast and other model organisms, ITS region comparisons among both closely and distantly related organisms should provide a readily exploitable tool for deriving unique insights into DNA sequence evolution in general.
4) Our results demonstrate that both 5.8s and spacer sequence variation at relatively deep phylogenetic levels is nonrandom and thus probably reflects the evolution of underlying elements of the translational apparatus. Thus, ITS region variation should prove useful for experimental analyses of translational apparatus evolution, which in turn might yield phylogenetic data not directly derivable from the ITS region itself. 5) Finally, the importance of exercising caution at all stages of DNA-based research is underscored by the extent of apparent errors and ambiguities in DNA sequence database documentation that we uncovered in the process of analyzing suspected PCR contaminant sequences.
